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Personnel selection is a process that takes place in a company in order to have better business performance and
competitive advantage. Nowadays, companies have realized the importance of human capital as a necessity for
survival in today’s competitive market. There are several methods for selecting staff, but this paper seeks to demonstrate that this selection can be done with the help of an expert system. Metallurgical companies face even greater
challenges for managing personnel selection. This research will discover and test the key elements of management
personnel selection and implementation of an expert system.
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INTRODUCTION
During both prosperity and recession period as well,
companies seek to realize maximum income by applying a policy resulting from the optimization of processes
by increasing efﬁciency and economic changes [1]. This
can be achieved through a rigorous selection of personnel serving company.
What determines the success of a company is the
value generating process in which organizations generate value from their intellectual assets and knowledge
[2]. To convert information into knowledge and knowledge into information a company needs human resources to generate models, norms, rules [3]. In a company
specialist such as technological, economists, lawyers,
sociologists help develop the company [4].
The notion of artiﬁcial intelligence gradually
emerged and developed, driven by the growing variety
of problems in society, diversiﬁcation of general needs,
the ability to transform data into information and information into knowledge. Artiﬁcial intelligence provides
new dimensions in automation concept, assuming greater autonomy of production systems, machinery, different robots [5].
Today, expert systems are used in various industries,
design and implementation of each type of expert systems (ES) requiring a separate effort and closely connected to the type of problem to be solved. Typically,
problems for which expert systems are designed and developed must be sufﬁciently complex (whether in medicine, economics, etc.) to be associated with a database
derived from human expertise; solely from such knowledge base it becomes effective designing inference engine. [6-9].
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Murphy has shown that the use of expert systems has
an adverse effect on the development of subject’s semantic memory (declarative knowledge). Therefore, expert
systems could function as viable training aid but should
not be used as substitutes for actual instruction [10].
Without emphasizing historical perspective on the
ES, we must consider that P. Harmon and D. King predicted in the 80s two distinct stages of development
[11]:
 ﬁrst period until the early 90s, characterized by medium-sized application of expert systems to solve speciﬁc problems, narrowly deﬁned on different sectors;
 second period, expected to be between 1990 and 2000
would be marked by a major focus on quality afforded by the ES built, meaning that they were getting
closer to the human reasoning.
The idea of using rule-based methods was ﬁrst proposed by Post [12] and the approach is used in grammar
speciﬁcation and construction of grammatical analysis
for speciﬁc programming languages.
Finally, we conclude that a period of nearly six decades of theoretical developments and practical applications of ES speciﬁc results have been obtained in this
ﬁeld of AI, namely:
- costs of constructing ES on areas such as medicine,
economics, geology or biology were reduced; current
generations of SE are undoubtedly much cheaper than
the previous ones;
- although achieved at lower costs, ES came gradually
to provide better solutions (although the complexity of
the issues for which it was designed increased);
- more extensive use of computer networks – Internet
connected naturally with the use of ES in different organizations; work routine and complex iterations once
made by skilled workers were transferred to ES duty.
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To describe the basic concept of an expert system,
Giarratano Riley identiﬁes three components: the user
providing facts and information to the expert system,
basic knowledge containing speciﬁc information and
interference engine that uses rules [13].

PROBLEM DEFINITION
Personnel selection is an area in which ES can provide elements for easy and objective development of
the process. Frequently, in company personnel selection
takes place in two stages: the ﬁrst stage is intended to
application tests and the second allocated to interview
candidates. In the ﬁrst stage, since the implementation
of evaluation tests is a problem, the ES can facilitate the
evaluation process. The idea is that tests can be built on
four areas frequently used - knowledge, intelligence,
skills and personality - with the help of software to extract the test items1 from items ﬁles created for each of
the four areas.
The general module includes the following steps
[14]1:
a) deﬁning (M) sets generated by items:
- knowledge (C) {M iC } with i=1,2,....NC
- intelligence (Q) {M iQ } with i=1,2,....NQ
- skills (A) {M iA } with i=1,2,....N A

- personality (P) {M iP } with i=1,2,....N P
where NC, NQ, NA, NP are the maximum numbers of
items from each set (MC, MQ, MA, MP)
b) for each item it will be deﬁned a number of reductions (R) such as:
- knowledge
{RiC, j } with i=1,2,....NC ; j = 1, 2,..., S C
- intelligence
{RiQ, j } with i=1,2,....NQ ; j = 1, 2,..., S Q
- skills
{RiA, j } with i=1,2,....N A ; j = 1, 2,..., S A
- personality
{RiP, j } with i=1,2,....N P ; j = 1, 2,..., S P
where SC, SQ, SA, SP are the maximum numbers of
reductions
c) deﬁning collectivities of selection (m) from each
area:
- knowledge
{miC } with i=1,2,....n C ; nC ≤ N C
- intelligence
{miQ } with i=1,2,....n Q ; nQ ≤ N Q

1

Item - element of a test, survey with a speciﬁc note in a problem referring to a fragment of its unique and strict determination
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- skills
{miA} with i=1,2,....n A ; n A ≤ N A
- personality
{miP } with i=1,2,....n P ; n P ≤ N P
where nC, nQ, nA, nP are the maximum numbers of
items with the reductions afferent to the items:
- knowledge
{riC, j } with i=1,2,....n C ; j = 1, 2,..., S C
- intelligence
{riQ, j } with i=1,2,....n Q ; j = 1, 2,..., S Q
- skills
{ri,Aj } with i=1,2,....n A ; j = 1, 2,..., S A
- personality
{ri,Pj } with i=1,2,....n P ; j = 1, 2,..., S P
where SC, SQ, SA, SP are the maximum numbers of
reductions
d) building general test (T)
{T} made of selection sets {mtC1 , mtQ2 , mtA3 , mtP4 } with
the reductions {rt1,C j1 , rt1,Q j1 , rt1,A j1 , rt1,P j1}, where:
t1= 1,2,...,nC ; j1=1,2,...,SC
t2=(nC+1),(nC+2),...(nC+nQ)
j2=1,2,...SQ
t3=(nC+nQ+1),(nC+ nQ +2),...(nC+nQ+nA)
j3=1,2,...SA
t4=(nC+nQ+nA+1),(nC+ nQ + nA+2),... (nC+nQ+nA+nP)
j4=1,2,...SP
e) conducting surveys for a number of candidates (K):
- building the vectors with the correct answers
U (t ), t=1,2,...(n C + n Q + n A + n P )
- building the matrix with the candidates’ answers:
W (t , k ), t=1,2,...(n C + n Q + n A + n P ); k=1,2,...K
- calculating the score for each candidate
1 for W(t,k)=U(t)
Z (t , k ) = 
0 for W(t,k) ≠ U(t)
- calculating the total score of the candidates:

Z (n C + n Q + n A + n P ) + 1, k  =

(n C + n Q + n A + n P )

∑

Z (t , k )

t =1

The schematic diagram is shown in Figure 1, The
system may be a component of an expert system that
has attached a module for personnel selection.
Procedural components are:
- creating ﬁles with items and reductions;
- creating surveys;
- applying surveys for a number of candidates
- calculating scores and descending sorting of the
candidates.
The search algorithm used by the expert system that
includes (Search Procedure) is preceded by an ascending sort of rules depending on the complexity of the
rules (usually the most complex is the one with the
greatest number of facts in the premise), then conﬂicts
are resolved; the situation is as follows: [15]
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b) relating to formulating and handling expressions:

Figure 1 Model of personnel selection expert system in a
company [15]

In the sequence below, we make a description of
how the problem is being raised in making formulas and
the possibilities of working with formulas (create, add,
change, delete); illustrating a sample is given solely for
the purpose of argument:
a) relating to the calculation formulas:
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c) algorithm relating to the appeal of determining minimum and maximum functions:

RESULTS
The innovations introduced by the expert system to
other expert systems in which decision makers do appeal in companies are:
- designing expert system architecture using a special
module that contains data on four different areas:
knowledge, intelligence, skills and personality;
- realizing a comparative analysis of the results generated by applying an expert system
- describing representation methods for various types
of data:
- descriptive data;
- experimental data grouped in different forms for the
models used by the expert system;
- allows „dynamic” calculations according to the user’s/expert’s requirements through the generator
module
- modularization and generalization of the types of
problems with a specially built model; generating
expressions and formulas that will be used by the
inference engine to deﬁne production rules;
- facilitates other processing taking into account possibilities for human expert to develop related applications;
559
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-

enables exporting the results into Excel ﬁles which
offer graphic and printing facilities;
displaying or printing of the results/conclusions of
the expert system for the company which selects
staff.

-

[5]

[6]

CONCLUSIONS
This paper has showed the main factors inﬂuencing
the selection of staff in a company and if the selection is
more efﬁcient by using an expert system rather than using human factor in decision making. Due to this objective, large metallurgical companies may employ personnel when using modules of items that consider
knowledge, intelligence, skills and personality. The research shows that organizational infrastructure and IT
culture are signiﬁcant in implementing knowledge management. So, metallurgical companies should consider
these factors and try to improve organizational culture
in terms of KM and IT infrastructure, which has a large
impact on all aspects of organization.
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Note: The responsible translator for English language is lecturer N.
Gales and E. F.G. Iancu, Faculty of Economics and Public Administration, Suceava, Romania
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